Documentation Task Force

February 12, 2002
Action Item Updates

- Joanne provided examples of time stamps. Thanks!
- Karl – any further information about archiving web pages?
- Heather updated the acdRecon package
- Leon is continuing to update TkrRecon
TkrRecon Code Doc Review

- Set for Wednesday Feb. 27th 8:30 AM PST via VRVS.
- Any volunteers for minutes?
- Tentative schedule:
  - Brief review of the purpose of TkrRecon
  - View Doxygen pages
  - Go over source and header files
  - We will provide a write-up of recommendations.
Doxygen question

Leon has asked about some Doxygen warnings: “no matching class member found”

TkrRecon/v4r5/src/Dll/TkrRecon_dll.cxx:22 Warning: no matching class member found for void GaudiDll::initialize(void *)

TkrRecon/v4r5/src/Dll/TkrRecon_dll.cxx:26 Warning: no matching class member found for void GaudiDll::finalize(void *)
Web Recommendations

- The SLAC SAS web is the primary web. Pages may exist on other webs, but must be linked into a page on the SLAC SAS web.

- Web pages must be viewable on all supported systems: Windows, Linux, Solaris. Pages must be viewable using Microsoft IE $\geq 5$ and Netscape $\geq 4.7$.

- All pages should have an author, date, and last modified time stamp in a form that is not ambiguous.
Web Recommendations Contd.

- Use of metadata is encouraged, specifically title, keywords, and description.
- Before creating a new top-level folder on the SLAC SAS web, check for an existing suitable folder – otherwise contact the core group to suggest a new folder.
- Web reviews will occur on a regular basis (~ every 6 months).
Web Page Templates

- New link on Doc TF page: Web page templates
- Front Page provides a mechanism to share templates on a web.
Web Reviews

- Back to the issue of enforcement...
- 2-3 people comb through the whole SAS web
  - Checking content and conformance to “rules”
  - Contact page authors if modifications necessary
- New set of reviewers every six months
  - Provides a fresh perspective and makes all of us aware of details contained in the SAS web.
- We need a review now…
- Volunteers?